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T 

hey may be the most 

googly-eyed couple googly-eyed couple 

in Hollywood, but in Hollywood, but in Hollywood, but 

when it comes to when it comes to 

the future, Gwen Stefani and the future, Gwen Stefani and the future, Gwen Stefani and 
Blake Shelton are all business. Blake Shelton are all business. 

And after going through a And after going through a And after going through a 

devastating divorce from devastating divorce from 
Gavin Rossdale last year, Gavin Rossdale last year, 

Gwen, 46, is determined to Gwen, 46, is determined to 

protect herself — and her protect herself — and her 

$100 million fortune — no $100 million fortune — no 

matter how smitten she may matter how smitten she may matter how smitten she may matter how smitten she may 

be. Sources are reporting be. Sources are reporting 

that before Gwen agrees to that before Gwen agrees to that before Gwen agrees to 

marry Blake, she’s insisting marry Blake, she’s insisting marry Blake, she’s insisting 

on a prenup which states on a prenup which states 

that “they’ll keep whatever that “they’ll keep whatever 

they went into the marriage they went into the marriage 

with, and any projects they do with, and any projects they do 

together will be evenly split.” together will be evenly split.” 

(See: Their adorably sweet (See: Their adorably sweet 

duet, “Go Ahead and Break duet, “Go Ahead and Break 

My Heart.”) She also wants a My Heart.”) She also wants a 

so-called “cheating penalty,” so-called “cheating penalty,” so-called “cheating penalty,” 

the source says — to the tune the source says — to the tune 

of $3 million! of $3 million! 

Blake, 39, went through Blake, 39, went through 

just as harrowing a divorce just as harrowing a divorce 

from Miranda Lambert last from Miranda Lambert last 

year, but sources say that no year, but sources say that no 

matter how jaded he may matter how jaded he may matter how jaded he may 

be about marriage (his first be about marriage (his first 

attempt, with his high school attempt, with his high school attempt, with his high school 

sweetheart, likewise ended in sweetheart, likewise ended in 

divorce), he was initially put divorce), he was initially put 

o� by the idea of a prenup. o� by the idea of a prenup. 

“He was taken aback,” says “He was taken aback,” says 

an insider. “He felt like it an insider. “He felt like it 

would jinx their relationship would jinx their relationship 

and was o�ended that she’d and was o�ended that she’d 

think he’s the kind of guy who think he’s the kind of guy who think he’s the kind of guy who 

would take her money.”would take her money.”

Eventually, though, he Eventually, though, he 

came around — especially came around — especially 

since the couple are since the couple are 

rumored to be rumored to be 

expecting a baby. expecting a baby. 

Says the source: Says the source: 

“They want to “They want to 

get this out of the get this out of the 

way so they can way so they can 

concentrate on the concentrate on the 

exciting times ahead.”exciting times ahead.”
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“Blake knows  

Gwen has been 

through a lot,” says 

a source, “so he’s 

fine with signing a 

prenup if it makes 

her happy.”
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